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ABSTRACT 
Background: Several studies have shown that the rate of unintended harm is 

higher in surgical than in non-surgical care. To improve patient safety in 
surgery, information about the underlying causes is needed. This observational 
study examined the nature, causes and consequences of unintended events in 
surgical units, and the completeness of event reporting. 

Methods: Ten surgical units in the Netherlands participated. The study period 
per unit was 8–14 weeks, during which healthcare providers reported 
unintended events. Event reports were analysed with a root cause analysis tool 
(PRISMA). In addition, an independent surgeon reviewed about 40 patient 
records of patients in each surgical unit to examine whether an unintended event 
had occurred. 

Results: A total of 881 unintended events were reported and analysed, of which 
33·0 per cent were categorized as medication events. Most root causes were 
human (72·3 per cent), followed by organizational (16·1 per cent) and technical 
(5·7 per cent). More than half of the events had consequences for the patient. 
Sixty-four unintended events were identified in a review of 320 patient records. 
Only one of these events was also reported by a healthcare provider. 

Conclusion: 
Event reporting and patient record review provide insight into diverse types of 

unintended events and complement each other. The information on unintended 
events from both sources may help target research and interventions to increase 
patient safety. Copyright © 2010 British Journal of Surgery Society Ltd. 
Published by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. 

INTRODUCTION 
Hospital care is developing continuously, increasing the opportunities for successful 

treatment. In recent decades, the number and complexity of diagnostic procedures and 
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therapeutic interventions have increased markedly. More diseases can be treated successfully 
and vulnerable patients are more often receiving surgical treatment. The increasingly 
complicated techniques and innovations, however, also increase the potential for error. 
Errors can result in patient harm, leading to temporary or permanent disability or death 
(adverse events)1. In a recent systematic review by De Vries and colleagues2, the median 
overall incidence of in-hospital adverse events was calculated, based on eight patient record 
review studies. One or more adverse events occurred in 9·2 per cent of all hospital 
admissions. Nearly half (43·5 per cent) of the adverse events were preventable and 7·4 per 
cent contributed to death. 

Surgical care can involve complex and high-risk treatments. Several record review studies 
have shown that a high percentage of adverse events are attributable to surgical specialties, 
ranging from 51 to 79 per cent of all adverse events3–8. More than half of these events appear 
preventable. The high rates of adverse events for surgical procedures support the need for 
interventional strategies and monitoring9. An increase in patient safety can be achieved only 
if interventions tackle the right causes. More insight into the causes underlying surgical 
events is still needed. 

A range of methodologies is available for studying patient safety and the causes of 
unintended events in hospitals. Unintended events are a broader group of events than adverse 
events; they are not restricted to errors that result in patient harm, but also include near 
misses. Near misses are believed to share the same underlying failure factors as accidents 
that do affect the patient (adverse events)10, 11. Near misses occur relatively frequently, 
providing more opportunities to gather information about the nature and causes of 
unintended events. 

Michel and colleagues12 compared retrospective record review (data collected from patient 
records after discharge) with prospective methods (data collected during hospital stay, for 
example through staff reporting of unintended events) and concluded that record review is 
more appropriate for estimating rates of adverse events, whereas prospective methods should 
be preferred for describing causes of events. Sari and co-workers13 compared event reporting 
with the record review method and concluded that routine reporting systems considerably 
underreport the scale and severity of unintended events. The strength of event reporting is, 
however, in detecting latent failures (organizational and technical causes) that might not 
otherwise be apparent14, 15. 

The main aim of the present study was to gain more insight into the nature, causes and 
consequences of unintended events in surgical units. An estimation of incidence rates was 
not the focus, as other studies have already reported on these. Because of the assumed ability 
to identify active as well as latent failures, event reports were chosen as input for the study. 
However, because of the believed underreporting of serious events in voluntary event 
reporting13, 16, unintended events were also studied by means of patient record review. The 
secondary study aim was to test the completeness of voluntary event reporting by comparing 
the results of event reporting with those of patient record review. 

METHODS 
An observational study was carried out between December 2006 and December 2007 to 

examine unintended events in ten surgical units of hospitals in the Netherlands: one 
university hospital, five tertiary teaching hospitals and four general hospitals. The study 
protocol was granted ethical approval by the VU University Medical Centre review board in 
Amsterdam. 

The study period per unit was 8–14 weeks, depending on the reporting speed. Healthcare 
providers (nurses, resident physicians, medical consultants) in the unit were asked to report 
all unintended events directly after the event had occurred or was discovered. Unintended 
events were broadly defined as all events, no matter how seemingly trivial or commonplace, 
that were unintended and could have harmed or did harm a patient17. Important criteria were 
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that the healthcare providers were involved in the event (during its occurrence or afterwards) 
and that the event was related to safety in patient care. 

To find the causes underlying the reported unintended events, the events were analysed by a 
trained and experienced researcher using a root cause analysis tool called PRISMA-
Medical18, 19. In addition, the unintended events were classified into one of eight categories 
that were formulated after completion of the study by looking at common themes in the 
reported events: materials and equipment, diagnosis and treatment, medication, protocols and 
regulations, incorrect data and substitutions, collaboration with resident physicians and 
medical consultants, collaboration with other departments, and other. 

Completeness of event reporting was assessed by review of about 40 patient records per 
surgical unit in the same research period to see whether an unintended event had been 
documented. 

The unit of analysis in the reports provided by healthcare providers as well as in the patient 
records was an ‘event’. The focus was on comparing the nature of unintended events and not 
the incidence. Therefore, a comparable denominator was not needed. The number of matches 
between reports and patient records was assessed. 

Data collection 

Reporting procedure 
Before the start of the study, staff received oral and written instruction about the aim and 

procedures of the study. They had two alternatives for reporting unintended events: a pocket-
sized report card or a report form. On the report card, the name of the reporter, the moment 
in time and a description of the event were requested. The report form was more elaborate 
and additionally requested the involvement of the reporter, the phase of care, place, some 
patient characteristics and consequences for the patient. The reporters used the report card 
when they had no time to write down all details about the event. A locked mailbox was 
placed in the team or resident room for collection of report cards and forms. 

A minimum of 50 reports per surgical unit was sought because, when the number of reports 
is at least 50, the variety of possible unintended events will be captured and a valid causal 
factor profile can be drawn (T. W. van der Schaaf, personal communication). Healthcare 
professionals were encouraged to report unintended events by a 2-weekly newsletter, 
reminders during team meetings and by means of other activities designed to bring reporting 
to their attention. 

Once or twice a week a researcher or trained nurse from outside the hospital visited the 
surgical unit to collect the written reports, and ask the reporters questions about the reported 
events and their contributing factors during short interviews. When the event had been 
registered on a report card, this interview took more time than when the detailed report form 
had been completed beforehand. No interviews were held with staff in hospital units other 
than the participating surgical unit. 

PRISMA analysis 
All unintended events were analysed by a trained researcher using Preferred Reporting 

Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA)-Medical. PRISMA is a tool 
used to analyse the root causes of a broad set of unintended events18, 19. The corresponding 
taxonomy to classify the root causes, the Eindhoven Classification Model (ECM), was used 
as a foundational component in the conceptual framework for the World Health Organization 
World Alliance for Patient Safety's International Classification for Patient Safety20, 21. It is 
based on the system approach to human error of Reason22, 23 and the skill–rules–knowledge-
based behaviour model of Rasmussen24. 

PRISMA examines the relative contributions of latent factors (technical and 
organizational), active failures (human) and other factors (patient related and other). 
Unintended events are analysed in three main steps. First, a causal tree is formulated; Fig. 1 
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shows an example. A short description of the event is placed at the top of the tree, as the 
starting point for the analysis. Below the top event, all involved direct causes are mentioned. 
These direct causes often have their own causes. By continuing to ask ‘why’ for each event 
or action, beginning with the top event, all relevant causes are revealed. In this way a 
structure of causes arises, until the root causes are identified at the bottom of the tree. In the 
present study, this first phase was ended when no more factual information about underlying 
causes was available. Reporters' presumptions about the possible causes were not recorded in 
the causal tree. Lack of organizational or technical barriers was not labelled as an 
organizational or technical cause. For example, an electronic signalling system for 
registration of medication can prevent an allergic reaction or the administration of more 
medication than prescribed, but as long as such a system does not exist, this system can and 
will not be regarded as a cause. However, improvements in organizational procedures or 
techniques can arise from the identification of human errors. In the second phase, the 
identified root causes are classified with the ECM. This distinguishes five main categories 
and 20 subcategories (Table1). Finally, by aggregating the classifications of root causes of at 
least 50 events, a so-called PRISMA profile (quantitative database) can be delineated, which 
is a graphical representation of the relative contributions of the different root causes and 
gives direction to the development of preventive strategies18, 19. A causal factor that occurs 
relatively frequently raises a sense of urgency to intervene in this specific area. 

[FIGURE 1] 

[TABLE1] 
A previous publication reported on the inter-rater reliability (between PRISMA analysts) of 

formulating root causes in causal trees and classifying the root causes with the ECM25. The 
reliability analyses were performed with a sample of event reports from a larger database of 
events than used for the present study. In addition to the current surgery reports, this 
database also contained reports from emergency and internal medicine units. The agreement 
in formulating root causes of unintended events, expressed as a mean score ranging from 0 to 
3, was good (2·0 overall, 2·1 for surgery). The inter-rater reliability for the number of root 
causes used in the causal tree was moderate (κ = 0·45 overall, κ = 0·49 for surgery). The 
inter-rater reliability of classifying root causes with the ECM taxonomy was moderate to 
substantial at main category (κ = 0·70 overall, κ = 0·45 for surgery) and subcategory 
(complete taxonomy) (κ = 0·63 overall, κ = 0·56 for surgery) levels. 

Patient record review 
To check the completeness of the event reporting, four trained and experienced surgeons 

from outside the hospital reviewed the records of about 40 patients in each surgical unit who 
had been admitted in the research period to see whether an unintended event had occurred. In 
advance, a researcher or one of the nurses working in the unit asked (surgical) patients to 
give informed consent for their data to be used. If consent was obtained, the patient record 
was screened by the surgeon using a standard review form to assess whether the patient's 
care deviated from current medical guidelines and, more specifically, to determine whether 
an adverse event or near miss had occurred and whether the adverse event was preventable. 
The review form was based on the well known protocol developed by the Harvard Medical 
Practice Study26, which has been shown to produce reliable and valid judgements of adverse 
events27. Sampled patient records were reviewed by one of the four surgeons; there was no 
screening in advance using triggers. 

The sample size was based on an estimated population size of 330 patients per unit over 8 
weeks at the planning stage. The expected prevalence of events of interest was at least 6–7 
per cent8. Furthermore, an error rate of ±2 per cent was feasible and acceptable in the context 
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of the research. Therefore, the required sample size was between 32 and 46 cases28. A 
sample size of 40 patient records was chosen. 

An adverse event was defined as an unintended injury that resulted in temporary or 
permanent disability, death or prolonged hospital stay, and was caused by healthcare 
management rather than the patient's disease3, 4, 7, 8, 26. Preventable adverse events are the 
result of healthcare below professional standards and by healthcare system failures3, 6–8. The 
degree of preventability of the adverse events was measured on a six-point scale: (virtually) 
no evidence for preventability; slight to modest evidence of preventability; preventability not 
very likely (less than 50–50 but ‘close call’); preventability more than likely (more than 50–
50 but ‘close call’); strong evidence of preventability; or (virtually) certain evidence of 
preventability29. The judgements were based on clinical experience, professional norms and 
the expert opinion of the expert reviewers. There had to be some evidence of preventability 
in the patient record, such as signs of deterioration of the patient, but no action by the 
healthcare professional. A near miss was defined as an act of commission or omission that 
could have harmed the patient but was prevented from completion by a planned or 
unplanned recovery30–32. 

Statistical analysis 
Data from the event reports and record review were summarized by frequency tables and 

descriptive statistics using SPSS® version 14.0 (SPSS, Chicago, Illinois, USA). 

RESULTS 

Event reporting 

Characteristics of reports 
A total of 881 unintended events were reported in the ten participating surgical units, with a 

mean(s.d.) of 88(44) (range 36–180) reports per unit. One unit had only 36 reports, and did 
not reach the 50 reports aimed for. Because separate causal factors were not analysed at unit 
level in this study, reports from this unit were included in analysis of the aggregated data. 
Most reports were made by nurses (92·0 per cent); resident physicians or medical specialists 
reported 8·0 per cent of the unintended events. In 55·4 per cent of the unintended events the 
reporter was directly involved in or witnessed the event. In the remaining 44·6 per cent, the 
event was discovered afterwards. For example, a nurse noticed that the intravenous drip had 
been adjusted wrongly by another nurse during the previous shift. More than one in three 
incidents occurred in the phase of care of medication supply (Table2). 

[TABLE 2] 

Types of unintended event 
All 881 unintended events were classified into one of eight event categories. Table3 shows 

the types of event reported, with examples. A third of the events were related to medication 
(33·0 per cent); unintended events occurring during preparation, administration and 
registration of medication were all categorized as medication events. Some 15·6 per cent of 
the unintended events involved problems with materials or equipment, such as defective 
equipment or absence of materials. 

[TABLE 3] 

Consequences for patients 
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In 547 (62·1 per cent) of 881 events there were consequences for the patient (Table4). Only 
5·6 per cent of events involved physical injuries, for example gastric bleeding when a 
protective drug had not been administered or renal insufficiency because a patient did not 
have adequate fluid intake or intravenous supplementation. Consequences mainly concerned 
suboptimal care (41·3 per cent) or inconvenience (25·1 per cent). An example of suboptimal 
care is a delay in starting the prescribed medication or administering less medication than 
prescribed (without observed consequences). Examples of inconvenience are unnecessarily 
being stopped from eating and drinking before operation, and long waiting times (for 
medical consultant, physical examination, X-ray). 

[TABLE 4] 

Root causes of unintended events 
All 881 unintended events were analysed with PRISMA, resulting in 1250 root causes. 

Almost two-thirds of the events (63·7 per cent) had a single root cause, 31·3 per cent had 
two, 4·4 per cent had three and 0·6 per cent had four root causes. The mean(s.d.) number of 
root causes per unintended event was 1·4(0·6). 

Of all root causes, 72·3 per cent were human, 16·1 per cent organizational, 5·7 per cent 
technical and 5·9 per cent were related to the patient or other factors. Fig. 2 shows the 
percentages of causes at the subcategory level. 

Figure 2. Box and whisker plots showing root causes in ten surgical units (root cause 
profile). The five main categories of root cause (technical, organizational, human, patient 
related and other/unclassifiable) are divided into 20 subcategories. Full descriptions of the 
categories are given in Table1. Mean values, median values, interquartile ranges and ranges 
(excluding outliers) are represented by circles, bold horizontal bars, boxes and error bars 
respectively. Outliers (more than 1·5 times the interquartile range) are represented by 
asterisks. A large box means that there is wide variation between units in the frequency of 
these root causes 

[FIGURE 2] 
Both the largest mean frequency and the largest variation between surgical units was found 

within the category human–rule-based behaviour–intervention (HRI). These are failures that 
result from faulty task planning and execution. This particularly concerned failures in the 
administration of drugs (providing medication to the wrong patient or prescribing a wrong 
dose), forgetting to make or cancel an appointment, not replenishing materials after use or 
not cleaning up materials. 

The category human–external (H-ex) also occurred relatively frequently. These events are 
human failures originating beyond the control and responsibility of the investigating unit 
(individuals in another department or another organization). One unit was an outlier in this 
category. In this unit, almost half of all causes were classified as H-ex owing to frequent 
failures in the preparation of medication by the (hospital) pharmacy. 

Another outlier was found in the category human–rule-based behaviour–coordination 
(HRC). This category represents failures in task coordination within a healthcare team. The 
surgical unit that produced this outlier had no procedures for checking the most recent 
medication list; everyone thought that someone else was responsible for this task. 

The category human–rule-based behaviour–verification (HRV) comprises incorrect and 
incomplete assessment of a situation, including related conditions of the patient and 
materials to be used before starting the intervention. Two units were outliers. In these units, 
which had lower rates of HRV failure, there was a strict procedure regarding double-
checking before administering medication to a patient. 

The most frequently occurring organizational category was organizational–culture (OC). 
This comprises failures resulting from a collective approach and its attendant modes of 
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behaviour to risk. An example is having no priority for completing the patient record after 
discharge, with the result that parts of the record are missing or complete records are lost. 

The most common technical category was technical–design (TD), which includes failures 
due to poor design or equipment, software, labels or forms. The design of the medication 
distribution system or medication card led to errors in some units. 

Patient record review 
A total of 320 patient records were reviewed. An unintended event was identified in one of 

five records (64, 20·0 per cent). In six instances it concerned a near miss. For example, 
according to the anaesthesia guidelines (American Society of Anesthesiologists grade III 
cardiovascular sickness) a preoperative plain chest X-ray was needed. This preoperative 
radiography was not performed, but had no consequences. The remaining 58 cases involved 
adverse events (see Table5 for examples). There was (virtually) no evidence for 
preventability in 40 per cent of these adverse events. Adverse events with no preventability 
were often wound infection or wound dehiscence, sometimes after discharge from hospital, 
with a subsequent readmission to hospital or additional treatment. 

[TABLE 5] 
In 22 per cent of patients the reviewers did find some indications for a potentially 

preventable injury, but the preventability was judged as low (7 per cent slight to modest 
evidence of preventability; 15 per cent preventability not very likely, less than 50–50 but 
‘close call’). A common theme in the low-preventability categories was severe peritonitis, 
resulting in further intervention and sometimes a prolonged hospital stay. 

In 38 per cent of patients, the potential preventability was judged as high (14 per cent 
preventability more than likely, more than 50–50, but ‘close call’; 12 per cent strong 
evidence of preventability; 12 per cent (virtually) certain evidence of preventability). This 
often involved bleeding after surgery or missed diagnoses, which resulted in a prolonged 
hospital stay or further intervention, such as an operation. 

The nature of the unintended events identified by voluntary reporting differed from that of 
the events identified by patient record review. The unintended events in the patient records 
were related mainly to medical care by resident physicians or medical consultants, whereas 
the unintended events reported voluntarily were related mainly to nursing care. Only one of 
the unintended events identified in the patient records was also reported by a healthcare 
provider in the unit during the voluntary reporting period. 

DISCUSSION 
This study has shown that a large number of unintended events reported in surgical units 

are related to medication, including preparation, administration and registration. This might 
be explained by a number of factors. First, the complexity of surgery frequently involves 
more complex medication. Second, there are often changes in medication policy during 
admission. Third, changes in shifts are known to increase the likelihood of errors. Residents 
and medical consultants can change medication independently at any time in the computer 
record, increasing the risk of false adjustments. Furthermore, medication-related events are 
not always caused by the surgical unit itself, but can also originate in collaborating 
departments, for example the hospital pharmacy. Double-checking is important to detect 
possible medication errors before they reach the patient. These checks may be omitted, for 
example because of time pressure. 

Although most reported unintended events had no physical consequences for the patient, 
they often resulted in inconvenience to the patient or suboptimal care. This indicates that 
there is room for improving the quality of care, alongside improving the safety of care. 

In all surgical units, the causes of the unintended events were mainly human, although there 
was often a combination of human and latent causal factors (organizational and technical). 
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Many causes were external, originating outside the participating unit, indicating that 
healthcare for surgical patients depends on good collaboration between units and with other 
organizations. 

Only one unintended event was identified by both event reporting and patient record 
review, meaning that the methods are complementary. The types of unintended event 
identified by event reporting differed from the types found in patient records. Event 
reporting was performed mainly by nurses and, consequently, the unintended event reports 
related mainly to nursing care and to a lesser extent to care processes by resident physicians 
and specialists. These latter groups of professionals do not generally perceive (surgical) 
complications to be ‘reportable incidents’. They address complications in mortality and 
morbidity meetings22. The record review method provided more insight into medical care by 
resident physicians and specialists. 

As a result of voluntary reporting, the unintended events identified in this study are not 
likely to be a random sample of all unintended events occurring in the surgical units. It is 
conceivable that certain mistakes were underreported because healthcare providers were 
embarrassed or afraid of condemnation by their colleagues or the researchers. Moreover, 
some unintended events occurred multiple times in one surgical unit, and there may have 
been reluctance to report these events repeatedly. It is unknown which events were 
underreported, how frequently they occurred and whether they had the same underlying 
causes in every instance. Therefore, it was not possible to correct for this underreporting by 
giving different weights to these types of events and their causes. However, after completing 
the study, the reported events were discussed with the participating units. They confirmed 
that the events reported were a good representation of the events that occur in their units. 

A substantial proportion of the unintended events was discovered afterwards. In these 
instances it was not always possible for the healthcare provider to give detailed information 
about the event and its underlying causes. This often led to the identification of only human 
causes, these being the most visible factors. Moreover, even when the reporter was directly 
involved, information gained in later interviews depended on the recall of the reporter. 
During the study, however, the researchers strived for a small time lag between the 
occurrence of the event and the interview, to decrease the likelihood of memory failure. 

The causal trees in the present study were relatively small, with a mean of 1·4 root causes 
per event. There are two possible explanations for this. First, not only adverse events (with 
harm for patients) were examined but predominantly minor unintended events. Adverse 
events probably result in larger causal trees because of their inherent complexity; often many 
causal factors are involved simultaneously. The unintended events examined in the present 
study included small deviations from standard practice, with often only a few root causes. A 
second explanation for the relatively small causal trees is that only members of staff in the 
participating units were interviewed about reported events and not staff from other 
collaborating departments. This made the execution of the study more practical. Moreover, 
safety advice at unit level was the ultimate goal. When the PRISMA analysis revealed causes 
present in other units, they were classified as external. It is possible that an external factor 
had more underlying root causes, but these were not examined. Finally, for the record review 
study, it is possible that the four reviewing surgeons varied in their judgement of the 
presence of an unintended event and its preventability. However, because of the training the 
reviewers had received and their considerable experience in reviewing patient records gained 
in previous related studies, the reliability of the reviews is likely be sufficient. In addition, 
the surgeons discussed difficult cases with each other. 

The present results show some similarities with previous studies of event reports. Olsen and 
colleagues33 and Nuckols et al.34 also found that the majority of the event reports were made 
by nurses. Moreover, Olsen and co-workers examined the extent of overlap between event 
reporting and record review. They found 64 unintended events in 288 patient records and 
compared these with the results from voluntary event reporting by healthcare providers. As 
in the present study, only one unintended event was identified by both methods. 
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About a third of unintended events were related to medication. A predominance of 
medication events has been found in other studies too. A systematic review of patient record 
review studies showed that the second leading category of adverse events comprised drug-
related events (ranging from 11 to 24 per cent)2. In the event reporting study of Nuckols et 
al.34 29 per cent of the event reports appeared to be medication related. 

Previously, 146 surgical adverse events reported by surgeons have been studied35. Human 
causes (cognitive factors) and system causes (such as excessive workload, technology 
failures and inappropriate protocols) jointly contributed to 86 per cent of the events. In 
contrast, in the present study, event reporting was carried out mainly by nurses and 
comprised unintended events (often without patient harm) instead of adverse events, giving 
different root causes. 

Although the causes of the reported unintended events were mainly human, latent factors—
organizational and technical—were established as well, in spite of the difficulty in 
identifying them. Believing that an interaction between latent and active conditions 
contributes to the occurrence of failure following Reason's system approach, investigation of 
effective system interventions to improve patient safety in surgery is recommended. 

The main issue in patient safety in surgical units is medication. Suggestions on how 
medication safety is to be enhanced are described in the literature36. Medication errors may 
be reduced, for example, by use of computerized physician code entry37–39, bar-coding40, 41, 
clinical decision support systems42, ward pharmacy teams43 and structured order sheets44. 
The effectiveness of combinations of these interventions has not been tested systematically. 

Event reporting gives insight into both latent and active failures, and ‘smaller’ unintended 
events that did not affect the patient, but it mainly concerns events related to nursing care. 
Expanding event reporting with patient record review results in a more comprehensive view 
of unintended events related to physician/medical specialist care. Both methods are valuable 
and complement each other when examining the nature, causes and consequences of 
unintended events in hospitals32. 
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